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South Africa consumer credit

Signs of tightening credit market conditions 

The National Credit Regulator’s Q4 18 data released today reveal modest increases in consumer 
debt arrears as well as an increased rejection rate on credit applications, against a backdrop of 
a record number of credit applications. The data are consistent with the narrative of mild 
consumer debt strain and tightening credit market conditions. 
Long delayed data from the National Credit Regulator for Q4 18 were finally released today. The data show that the credit market was quite 
active. After adjusting for seasonal factors, the total amount of new credit and credit facilities granted rose to a new record of ZAR136.0bn, just 
marginally ahead of Q2 18 (Figure 1). Demand for new credit seems to have been intense, with the volume of consumer credit applications rising 
to a record 12.0mn in Q4 18. However, there are signs of tightening credit market conditions, with the rejection rate on new credit applications 
rising sharply from 53.6% in Q3 18 to 56.1% in the final quarter of 2018.

Figure 1: New credit granted hit a record in Q4 18

Source: NCR, Absa Research

Figure 2: The rejection rate on credit applications jumped sharply

Source: NCR, Absa Research

Q4 18 registered a mild increase in arrears. Across all forms of consumer credit from all lenders, arrears (defined as being loans more than three 
months overdue) rose modestly from 5.8% of the value of the gross loan book in Q3 18 to 5.9% in Q4 18 (Figure 3). Meanwhile, the number of 
accounts in arrears as a percentage of active consumer credit accounts registered another decline in Q4 18, suggesting that the arrears problem, 
such as it is, is becoming increasingly concentrated in a few accounts. These seem to be almost entirely in the unsecured lending space, where 
arrears rose from 16.2% of the book to 17.2% in Q4 18 (Figure 4). Positively, fresh overdues (before they become formal arrears, i.e., loans between 
1 to 3 months overdue) do not signal any big looming deterioration. In fact, fresh overdues actually declined marginally in Q4 18. 
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Figure 3:Across all consumer credit arrears were just shy of 6%

Source: NCR, Absa Research

Figure 4: Rising arrears occurred mainly on the unsecured lending book

Source: NCR, Absa Research

Figure 5: Consumer confidence still appeared quite elevated in Q4 18

Source: NCR, Absa Research

Figure 6: TransUnion’s consumer credit health index plunged in Q4 18

Source: NCR, Absa Research

The mildness of the increase in the value of arrears in Q4 18 is perhaps surprising, given the overwhelmingly negative narrative late last 
year about the consumer’s financial position. However, we note consumer confidence survey data were still in ‘optimistic’ territory in Q4 18 
(Figure 5), and household finances were probably assisted to a material degree in that quarter by some surprisingly good employment data, even 
though TransUnion’s index of consumer credit health took a sharp turn for the worse in Q4 18 (Figure 6). We believe Q1 19 could look pretty benign 
as well, given the help to consumers’ wallets from the precipitous drop in fuel prices. However, fuel prices started to mount again sharply in April, 
and another year of big personal income tax increases took effect. We believe the consumer will remain constrained this year. Our latest Quarterly 
Perspectives, published earlier this week, forecasts household consumption expenditure growth of just 1.3% this year, down from 1.8% in 2018.
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